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First Glance At 3Q21 Earnings

Quick Take: We see Street’s earnings EBITDA est. for companies under our 

coverage in-line for the most part for 3Q21 with flat to MSD upside to 4Q21 Street 

est. TS is the only exception with ~5/10% upside for 3Q/4Q21 Street EBITDA est. 

We are optimistic about FTI’s 3Q21 FCF. All eyes will be on U.S. (we model ~30%) 

and international (we think ~15%) spending growth y/y for 2022. Additional 

shareholders returns should begin in 2022 from CHX/HAL/NOV/TS and SLB. Also 

see commentary for FTSI, NEX, RES, OII and WHD at the back.

3Q21 Earnings Summary – Mostly in-line with TS as an exception

TS stands out with 5/10% upside for 3Q/4Q21 Street EBITDA est. FTI’s FCF 

should be a positive for the stock with 2021 FCF guide still intact and 3Q21 FCF 

expected to be more than 4Q21. As opposed to recent notes from our peers we 

think CHX’s 3Q/4Q21 Street est. are in-line, however PCT margins up y/y is now 

questionable due to inflation, which is a modest negative, in our view. HAL and 

NOV have become de-risked into earnings, but we don’t see catalysts given 

downside for NOV’s 4Q21 Street EBITDA est. and flat completions for HAL.

Main OFS Themes

NAM

▪ US rig count is still expected to increase by 25-30 in 4Q21 more skewed towards 

public E&Ps, which pegs the U.S rig count at ~550 by the end of 2021. PTEN has 

guided to reaching 100 rigs in 1Q22 with some growth in market share vs. ~16% 

in 2Q/3Q21. Assuming 17-18% market share for PTEN implies ~555-585 rigs for 

the U.S. in 1Q22.

▪ Completions commentary for 3Q21 has been mixed, modestly up to modestly 

down. In 4Q21 expectations are for a flattish activity sequentially. However, 

activity should increase beginning 1Q22 as DUCS continue to increase in 2H21.

▪ Gas prices are increasing rig activity in the Haynesville/Eagle Ford.

▪ Frac pricing commentary has been mixed. It seems pricing improvement 

conversations have become relatively muted vs. confidence expressed during 

2Q21 earnings calls. It could be partially due to flattish completions activity. 

Essentially every pressure pumper is upgrading fleets to tier II DGB or tier IV 

DGB despite the lack of pricing. Some new tier IV DGB and electric fleets are 

being built with ~$12M/EBITDA fleet contract/conversations.

▪ Inflation is still limiting margins growth particularly in chemicals (BKR and CHX).

▪ U.S. spending should be up at least 20%+ y/y in 2021 (we model ~30%). The rig 

count should be up 15-18% with pricing help. We think this could be a surprise as 

mostly investors are tuned into public E&Ps where capex should be up 5-10% but 

private rigs share has increased from ~40% to ~60% in 2021 that will help 2022.

International

▪ COVID inefficiencies are still impacting especially in southeast Asia. NOV is a 

prime example. It seems international activity growth has been somewhat muted 

in 3Q21; however, expectations are still for a double-digit growth y/y in 2H21. 

▪ Some international tenders are expected to be awarded in Nov/Dec with more in 

2022. International spending is on track to be up ~15% y/y in 2022. 
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Earnings Summary

Coverage Universe
▪ BKR: Street’s 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. are in-line or may have 1-2% upside.

▪ CHX: We see 3Q/4Q21 at $121/138M essentially in-line with Street est.

▪ HAL: We est. HAL’s 3Q/4Q21 at $685/755M, about 2% below Street’s stale est. for 3Q21 and 2% above 4Q21.

▪ HP: We model ~$40/45M  for CY3Q/4Q21 vs. Street’s $43/54M est. owing to segment eliminations.

▪ NOV: We see 3Q21/4Q21 EBITDA at ~$55/75M or ~15-20% below Street est.

▪ PTEN: We model PTEN’s EBITDA for 3Q/4Q21 at ~$50/65M. Our 3Q Street est. in line and upside in 4Q21 is likely 
driven by PES acquisition.

▪ SLB: Street’s 3Q21 EBITDA est. are in-line and potential ~5% upside to 4Q21 Street est.

▪ FTI: Street’s 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. are in-line. 

▪ TS: We est. 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. at ~$345/375M, about 5/12% above Street est.

Companies Not Covered

▪ WHD: We see modest downside to Street’s stale 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est.

▪ RES: Street 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. are in line.

▪ NEX: We see Street’s 3Q21 EBITDA est. in-line but see 4Q21 est. at about $60-65M vs. Street’s $52M likely from 
Alamo acquisition.

▪ OII: We see Street’s 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. in-line with modest upside to 2022 est.

Companies Summary

Baker Hughes

▪ We est. Street’s 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. in-line or may have 1-2% upside.

▪ NAM spending could be up 20%+ in 2022 y/y despite public E&Ps continuing to remain capital disciplined. 

▪ International spending could be up ~15% in 2022 y/y. The Middle East has not picked up yet due to COVID but there 

should be additional tender opportunities for 2022.

▪ OFS

– COVID inefficiencies make it difficult for international growth in 3Q21 to replicate 2Q21 growth while hurricane Ida 

impacted GoM revenues. However, OFS revenues should still grow 5-6% in 3Q21 sequentially. 

– Hurricane Ida tailwind could drive OFS NAM revenues up MSD q/q while seasonality should drive HSD 

international revenues growth. Overall, OFS revenues should grow MSD/HSD in 4Q21 sequentially.

– We est. incremental margins of 25-30% in 3Q/4Q21.

▪ TPS

– TPS orders are still on track to be flat in 2021 y/y implying a step up in 3Q/4Q21. Orders should again step up in 

2022 driven both by LNG/non-LNG driven revenues. LNG orders to keep an eye on include Qatar expansion, 

Arctic II expansion, Arctic I expansion, Plaquemines and some more U.S. Gulf projects in the next 12-24 months.

– We expect revenues to growth MSD in 3Q21 with 30% incremental margins. However, as opposed to 25-35% q/q 

revenues increase sequentially for last three years, we expect q/q improvement of 17-18% in 4Q21 as 

equipment revenues have been staggered through the year. Margins should be about 100bps lower y/y in 4Q21 

owing to higher equipment revenue share vs. services.

– Revenues in 2022 should be flat with services offsetting equipment revenues decline but margins should be up 

close to 100bps from mix shift.

▪ DS

– Chips shortage is impacting DS business in autos, conditioning monitoring, etc.

– Accordingly, we expect MSD revenues growth with 45% incrementals for 3Q21.

– For 4Q21, we still expect a typical seasonal bump with 10% q/q revenues improvement and 55% incrementals.
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– For now, we assume 2022 y/y revenue growth should be similar to 2021 i.e., MSD with annual HSD margins.

▪ OFE

– We model $15M EBIT in 3Q21 and decline to $10-15M EBIT 4Q21 onwards into 2022 post Aksator closing.

▪ Line items

– We model corp. expenses of $105/100M in 3Q/4Q

– Working capital should be a use in 3Q21, but should be a source of capital of $200-300M for 2021

– Cash charges for separation/restructuring should be $40-50M in 3Q and negligible in 4Q

– Asset sales of $30-40M in 3Q should help FCF, but $100M from Aksator transaction in 4Q21 will not be reflected 

in FCF

– Cash taxes should be $375-400M in 2021 net of ~$125M refunds. Cash taxes should be $450-500M in 2022.

ChampionX

▪ We est. 3Q/4Q21 at $121/138M essentially in-line with Street est. Inflation in PCT is impacting margins growth but 

better underlying PCT, PAT and D&T revenues growth provides the offset. However, due to higher-than-expected 

inflation now it is questionable if PCT margins will increase y/y in 4Q21. We view that as a modest negative.

▪ Hurricane Ida impacted PCT business as Port Fourchon was impacted for one-two weeks, however strong underlying 

PCT business in NAM and international offsets the impact. However, inflation has been more than expected. 

Accordingly, margins could be up only 100bps q/q in 3Q21. CHX has put in a second ~10% pricing increases starting 

October 1. However, due to lag now it is questionable if PCT margins will increase y/y in 4Q21.

▪ PCT : We model 9% revenues q/q growth in 3Q21 and 7% in 4Q21. We expect ~15.0%/16.5% margins in 3Q21/4Q21 

vs. 17.4% in 4Q20 as inflation has been higher than expected.

▪ PAT: We model 11%/5% q/q revenues growth in 3Q/4Q21. PAT business has improved through the quarter. We 

model 30% incremental margins in each quarter.

▪ DT: We model 11/5% q/q revenue growth in 3Q/4Q21 with 45% incrementals in each quarter.

▪ RCT: We model near breakeven EBITDA for 3Q/4Q21.

▪ We model FCF as % of EBITDA at ~35% in 2H21 and ~45% for 2021, below targeted 50-60% as the company is 

increasing inventory to avoid any disruptions to clients. It implies FCF/EBITDA could be towards high end of 50-60% 

target in 2022.

Halliburton

▪ We est. HAL’s 3Q/4Q21 at $685/755M, about 2% below Street’s stale est. for 3Q21 and 2% above 4Q21.

▪ U.S. E&P spending drivers in 2022 include rig count up 15-18% y/y, completions at a similar pace of growth and 

increasing pricing.

▪ International tenders are expected to be awarded near term but is not for incremental work. Tenders for incremental 

work will still take some time and then would require lead times.

▪ U.S. completions activity is trending to be flat/modestly up in 3Q and expected to be flat in 4Q too. However, with 

increasing DUC counts, completions could begin to increase in 1Q22.

▪ International growth in 3Q21 has been somewhat muted from COVID activity vs. expectations. Sperry and other 

completion tools sale should help 4Q21 growth.

▪ We see C&P revenue growth of 4% each in 3Q/4Q with 20/35% incrementals as seasonality and GoM completions 

sales pushed back should help 4Q financial results. 

▪ In D&E segment we see 4/6% sequential revenues growth in 3Q/4Q with 15/40% incrementals as seasonality 

(software sales) should help 4Q21.

▪ Corp. expenses should be flattish.
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▪ We expect cash taxes of $250-275M in 2021 and $300-325M for 2022.

▪ Working capital should be use of cash of $100-150M in 2021.

▪ We expect capex to grow towards high end of 5-6% range for 2022 in an improving macro environment. 

▪ Once HAL reaches 2x net debt/EBITDA, which we expect in 2H22, HAL expects to broach cash returns to 

shareholders subject with preference for increasing dividend and then share buyback.

Helmerich & Payne

▪ We model ~$40/45M  for CY3Q/4Q21 vs. Street’s $43/54M est. owing to segment eliminations.

▪ Lower 48 drilling

– We expect 126/134 rigs with ~$6,850/7,000 daily margins.

– About 25-30 more rigs are expected to be added in the U.S. in 4Q21 more skewed to public E&Ps. However, it is 

difficult to see additional 40-50 rigs in 1Q22.

– Leading edge dayrates are still in high-teens but bookends are increasing.

– Longer term daily costs should decline to high end of $14-15K.

▪ ADNOC investment of ~$100M should yield about $8-10M annual dividend.

▪ Capex for 2022 should be ~$150M assuming low end of $750K-$1M maintenance per rig.

NOV Inc.

▪ We see 3Q21/4Q21 EBITDA at ~$55/75M or ~15-20% below Street est. owing to continuing operational inefficiencies.

▪ We expect Wellbore revenues for 3Q21 should be toward the high end of revenue guidance of 6-10% with mid-20s 

incrementals. Revenues in 4Q21 should improve ~5% sequentially driven by both improving U.S. and seasonally 

higher international revenues though inflation should hold incrementals still around mid-20s. 

▪ For C&P, we expect flattish orders in 3Q21 and 4Q21 from 2Q21 levels. We expect revenues for 3Q21 toward the low 

end of 5-10% improvement guide with flattish EBITDA. In 4Q21, we expect a similar revenue growth i.e., ~5%, driven 

by higher backlog with ~30% incrementals. 

▪ For Rig Tech., we expect flattish orders in 3Q21 and 4Q21 from 2Q21 levels. We expect revenues for 3Q21 down 

~200bps q/q with margins down ~150bps. In 4Q21, we expect about ~5% revenue growth driven by Saudi rig delivery 

with ~25% incrementals. 

▪ Working capital efforts should continue to drive positive FCF in 2H21.

▪ Global supply chain issues continue to impact NOV especially in southeast Asia. Resin and fiberglass shortages are 

top of the list items. Temporary closing of China ports exacerbates the issues. The Malaysian fiberglass facility is still 

working at less-than-optimal utilization. 

▪ The impact from hurricane Ida in the U.S. was minimal and pricing gains in Wellbore have more than offset inflation.

Patterson-UTI

▪ We model PTEN’s EBITDA for 3Q/4Q21 at ~$50/65M. Our 3Q Street est. in line and upside in 4Q21 is likely driven by 

PES acquisition.

▪ Land drilling

– It is difficult to hit ~80 rigs average for 3Q21 but should exit at ~85 rigs vs. 83

– PTEN still expects ~100 rigs added in 2H21 in the U.S. which implies still about 30 more to be added in 4Q21

– The company should reach about 100 rigs in 1Q22 driven by some market share increase
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– Dayrates are improving which should begin to drive margins improvement beginning 4Q21 outside temporarily 

PES margins hit.

– We model 80/104 rigs with ~$6,250/6,150 daily margins in 3Q/4Q21 assuming PES acquisition in 4Q21.

– PES acquisition

• PES was expected to have 14 rigs at the end of 3Q21.

• Due to some accounting differences, PES daily margins are lower vs. PTEN, which could temporarily impact 

combined pro forma margins.

▪ Pressure pumping

– U.S. completions is trending to be flat/down in 3Q21.

– The 10th fleet started in September and 11th should start in December, both dual fuel fleets.

– We expect flat profitability in 4Q from 3Q owing to seasonality.

– We model 9/10 fleets in 3Q/4Q21 and annualized $6M EBITDA/fleet in each quarter.

▪ Columbia rigs

– We model 5 rigs at ~$6,500 daily margins in 4Q21.

▪ We expect FCF positive in 3Q/4Q21

▪ Capex for 2022 could be about $225M with maintenance capex of $1M/rig and ~$6M/fleet.

Schlumberger

▪ We see Street’s 3Q21 est. in-line and potential ~5% upside to 4Q21 Street est.

▪ Despite hurricane Ida impact, SLB kept its 3Q21 guidance (MSD revenues q/q growth and 50-100ps EBIT margin 

improvement). 

▪ U.S. revenues should outperform rig count. U.S. Well Construction grew 30% q/q in 2Q, double the rig count growth 

rate. We est. Ida tailwind should help GoM revenues in 4Q21. Overall, we est. NAM revenues 5/7% in 3Q/4Q21.

▪ International revenues are still expected to grow LDD y/y in 2H21. We expect revenues to grow MSD in 3Q/4Q21 with 

potential upside in 4Q from year end sales.

▪ With improving revenues and modest pricing improvement, we est. mid-30s incremental EBIT margins in 3Q/4Q.

▪ Growing EBITDA and positive working capital inflows should drive FCF margins to improve in 2H (ex- $477M tax 

refunds in 2Q21). Overall, we est. low teens FCF margins for 2021.

Technip FMC

▪ We see Street’s 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. in-line. 

▪ More importantly, we think FTI is on track to generate $120-220M FCF for 2021. We expect FCF to be higher in 3Q21 

vs. 4Q21. Some of the cash receipts were pushed from 2Q21 into 3Q21 that have been received driving the 

confidence.

▪ We model Subsea revenues and margins flattish in 3Q and declining 8%/70bps in 4Q seasonally.

▪ In Surface we model MSD revenues growth with 30% incremental margins each in 3Q and 4Q21.

▪ We expect FTI to divest the remaining ~10% interest in Technip Energies soon for about $325M. Lock up expires 

October 2.

▪ Debt reduction remains the target with total debt/EBITDA target of 3x. FTI has called in $250M of 6.5% notes due 

2026 vs. about $900M received in ownership sale of Energies with about $325M yet to be realized. We expect more 

bond buybacks to be announced.
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▪ Subsea

– FTI is on track for $4.5-4.7B orders for 2021 vs. $5.4B revenues. It implies more orders are needed in 1H22 to 

keep Subsea revenues flat y/y in 2022. FTI expects 2022 orders up y/y.

– Subsea margins are expected to increase y/y in 2022. We expect ~100bps margin improvement from higher 

margins in backlog and cost savings.

▪ Surface

– About 2/3rd of revenues are generated internationally. Strong position in the Middle East bodes well.

▪ Analyst Day in focus

– We expect FTI to divest the remaining 12% ownership in Technip Energies for ~$325M.

– We expect some Subsea orders to be announced, probably SURF orders in Brazil. 

– Focus on new energy business around carbon capture, hydrogen and energy transition.

– FCF will be a major focus. About $60M lower interest expense should be expected in 2022 from lower debt. 

However, we are more focused on tax and capex optimization steps, timeline and benefit. Having said that, we see 

a low probability of tax and capex optimization benefitting 2022 FCF.

Tenaris

▪ We see 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. at ~$345/375M, about 5/12% above Street est.

▪ Revenues are expected to grow low teens sequentially in 3Q and 4Q with ~20% EBITDA margins.

▪ We also see ~15% upside to Street’s 2022  EBITDA est. as we think Street is not giving proper credit to Middle East 

revenues growth from ADNOC and KOC awards.

▪ OCTG pricing has expected more than expected. OCTG Situation Report is up ~10% m/m in September. 

▪ HRC prices remain high making welded pipes economically unviable.

▪ International tenders are progressing with some initial awards expected in November/December. 

▪ Dividends are expected to return to ~$485M annually starting with interim dividend of ~$185M in 4Q21.

▪ Working capital should be a use of cash in 3Q21 (less than 2Q21) but then neutral in 4Q21 and positive in 1H22. 

Inventory should be close to $2.5B by end of 2021, the same level as in 2018/19 when revenues were higher at about 

$2B/Q.

▪ We expect capex of ~$250M in 2022 and cash tax rate of low 20%.

▪ FCF is expected to be positive in 1H22. 

▪ Energy accounts for ~15% of cost. Natural  gas prices are impacting but not enough to pressure margins.

Companies Not Covered

Cactus Wellhead

▪ We see modest downside to Street’s stale 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. WHD has already pre-announced 3Q21

▪ Ida impact is less than $1M of revenues

▪ Our 4Q21 expectations

– Products revenues should be in line with rig count in 4Q with flattish incrementals i.e., ~40%

– WHD has seen an increase in market share which should drive revenues more than the rig count increase in 4Q 

with typical incremental of 60-65% 

– Field Services could decline to 26% of revenues share in 4Q as pricing for Products increases. Margins could see 

typical seasonal decline of ~500bps in 4Q.
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– Corp. exp. should remain flattish near term.

▪ Working capital outflow should be $30-40M for 2021.

▪ Capex could increase to $20-25M in 2022 from $10-15M in 2021.

▪ WHD is more inclined to pay special dividend over buybacks in addition to increasing regular dividend. However, as 

opposed to a one-time special dividend, WHD prefers a regular special dividend.

FTS International

▪ Pressure pumping market is constructive with about 215-220 fleets working in the U.S.

▪ U.S. completions activity is expected to be flat in 4Q21.

▪ FTS still has 13 fleets working, all tier II including seven tier II DGB.

▪ Frac calendar still has some white spaces.

▪ A new tier IV DGB fleet is expected to begin work in 1Q22 backed by a 18-month contract.

▪ The company has seen 3-4% pricing improvements in 2Q21 and 2-3% in 3Q and expects more in 4Q21.

▪ Maintenance capex/fleet still remains to be $2.5M

RPC Inc.

▪ We see 3Q/4Q21 Street EBITDA est. in line.

▪ EBITDA/fleet is expected to be up q/q  in 3Q21 from annualized MSD/HSD EBITDA/fleet in 2Q21 and stay flattish in 

4Q21

▪ Six of the seven working fleets have portion of ESG component

▪ Higher natural gas prices is driving conversation around activity improvement though has not materialized yet.

▪ Logistical issues prevented full utilization during the quarter but still utilization improved during 3Q

▪ Pressure pumping pricing is still tough and not seeing any increases

▪ RPC plans to more equipment upgrades – tier II to tier II DGB which costs $3-4M/fleet

▪ Activity conversations are optimistic for an additional fleet

▪ Pricing in through tubing solutions is still tough

▪ FCF should be negative in 3Q21 but positive for full year 2021.

▪ RPC expects about $80M cash tax refunds with ~$30M in 1H21 with most of the rest in 2H21 and some in 2022.

▪ Capex for 2022 should be similar to 2021

NexTier Oilfield

▪ We see Street’s 3Q21 EBITDA est. in-line but see 4Q21 est. at about $60-65M vs. Street’s $52M. May be Street’s 

4Q21 est. do not include Alamo acquisition yet. Recall, NEX had guided to $18-20M EBITDA/month in September pro 

forma for Alamo acquisition.

▪ Alamo acquisition has closed. They have nine fleets working at about $10M EBITDA/fleet in our estimate.

▪ U.S. completions activity is expected to be flattish in 3Q/4Q21. But, one of tier IV DGB upgraded started work in early 

3Q21 and another one recently driven by majors/IOCs.

▪ NEX is expected to exit 3Q21 with 22 deployed legacy NEX fleets and nine Alamo fleets. 

▪ GP/fleet should be double digits with improving utilization and Alamo’s mix.
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▪ Given NEX plans to operationally integrate Alamos 18 months later, we think the management may have bandwidth 

to do more M&A near term. Given most of tier IV fleets have been acquired, the next deal could be more about 

consolidating equipment.

▪ Pricing has been tough. There are ongoing discussion for net pricing increases.

▪ Other Completions revenues should move in line with completion activity while Well Construction business should be 

in line with rig count. We expect 20-25% incrementals for both.

▪ One more legacy NEX tier IV DGB upgraded fleet is expected to begin work in October. Alamo has one tier IV to tier 

IV DGB upgrade already planned. There could be more in 2022.

▪ Accordingly, we expect capex could be over $80-90M in 2H21.

Oceaneering

▪ We see Street’s 3Q/4Q21 EBITDA est. in-line with modest upside to 2022 est.

▪ We expect OII to provide 2022 guidance on 3Q21 call.

▪ Hurricane Ida resulted in modest revenue slippage from 3Q21 to 4Q21 but overall 2021 guide is still intact

▪ In 2022

▪ Essentially all segment revenues and margins should improve in 2022; Offshore Products Group could increase 

potentially too

– Unallocated EBIT could increase y/y

– Cash taxes could be about $35-45M though some CARES refund could slip into 2022 from 2021; capex should 

increase y/y from growth capex though working capital could be neutral despite higher revenues

▪ SSR

– Some ROVs work moved from 3Q21 to 4Q21 from hurricane Ida

– Additional survey work could materialize from the hurricane

– Offshore rig count is expected to increase MSD in 2022 y/y driving segment higher

▪ Manufacturing Products

– Quarterly orders of ~$100M/Q should be stable/positive in 2H21 and 2022

– Entertainment business has improved in 2022. Orders in 2022 should grow setting up stronger 2023

– Automated guided vehicle business is focusing on automotive plants, hospitals, etc.

– Revenues should be flattish in 3Q and up in 4Q from orders with positive EBIT

▪ Offshore Projects

– The remaining Angola work should be finished in 3Q

– Drivers to offset Angola riserless intervention work in 2022 y/y remains to be seen

▪ Integrity Management

– Seasonal help in turnarounds and planned maintenance should help

– Continue to expect HSD margins for 2021

▪ Aerospace and Defense

– Mix shift results in 3Q revenue decline

– Need to replace SpaceX work in 2022 for y/y growth
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The stock is expected to underperform the average 12-month total return of the analyst’s coverage universe or an index

identified by the analyst that includes, but is not limited to, stocks covered by the analyst.

Price Target Methodology:

Coker Palmer Institutional (CPI) price targets are essentially based on DCF methodology. 

Valuation/Risk Factors

Oilfield Services (OFS) business is inherently risky. OFS investors should be fully aware of these risks, which include, 

but are not limited to, volatile natural gas, NGL’s and crude oil prices, demand for and competition for a company’s 

product and/or service, asset quality, customer risks, changes in operating costs, company capital structures, operating 

and working capital needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. We value OFS equities on 

many different metrics, including but not limited to, our subjective view as to the quality of management, discounted 

cash flows, net asset values, enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, price to earnings or cash flow 

multiples, reinvestment risk and full cycle economics. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, 

sometimes quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

Coker & Palmer Institutional Ratings Distribution

Category Count Percent

Sector Outperform 4 29%

Sector Perform 4 29%

Sector Underperform 6 43%

Total 14 100%
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Green Energy businesses are inherently risky. The industry is still at a nascent stage and long-term viability is still not 

established. Investors should be fully aware of these risks, which include, but are not limited to, viability of new products

and markets targeted, volatile commodity prices, demand for and competition for a company’s product and/or service, 

asset quality, customer risks, changes in operating costs, company capital structures, operating and working capital 

needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. We value Green Energy equities on many 

different metrics, including but not limited to, our subjective view as to the quality of management, discounted cash 

flows, net asset values, enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, price to earnings or cash flow multiples, 

reinvestment risk and full cycle economics. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, 

sometimes quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

The Exploration and Production (E&P) business in inherently risky. Investors in E&P equities should be fully aware of 

these risks, which include, but are not limited to, volatile natural gas, NGL’s and crude oil prices, regional pricing 

differences, field and company asset quality, reserve depletion factors, drilling risks, operating costs, company capital 

structures, operating and working capital needs and ability to raise both debt and equity capital to fund operations. . 

E&P Valuation Methods used to determine the Price Target: We value E&P companies on many different metrics, 

including, but not limited to, our estimate of net asset value (NAV), enterprise value to EBITDA or cash flow multiples, 

price/earnings or cash flow multiples, discounted cash flow analysis and breakup/acquisition values.  All our estimates 

and valuations are highly and inherently uncertain. They are based on, but not limited to, our outlook for the commodity 

price, our subjective view as to the quality of management, net asset value, quality of the proven and unproven reserves 

and resources, ability to develop and produce these reserves/resources, financial strength, cash flow, access to capital, 

and full cycle economics of investments. These factors are uncertain and our outlook is subject to change, sometimes 

quite quickly. Any changes in the above factors can impede achievement of our valuation assessments. 

Industrials: This category might cover many different types of companies with various business models and various 

factors affecting the operations and stock prices, some of which include overall economic growth, end market demand, 

product inventories and competition. Some of these companies might have various energy-related exposure through 

both sales and/or costs. In general, industrial company risks include, but not limited to, high fixed operating costs, rising

input costs, currency and commodity price fluctuations, variable demand, inventory levels, quality of management, 

competition and obsolesce. 

E&P, Oilfield Service, Industrials, Green Energy, as well as investments in the other subsectors we follow are subject to 

a myriad of external factors, including but not limited to, commodity price risk, geopolitical risk, changes in interest 

rates, the value of worldwide currencies, especially the U.S. dollar, changing regulations, both domestically and abroad, 

regulatory enforcement levels, and changes in domestic or global economic fundamentals. Please see specific 

companies' most recent SEC filings, including 10-Ks, 10-Qs, 8-Ks, and proxy filings for additional risks and 

considerations. For companies based outside the US, please see country specific regulatory filings for additional risks 

and considerations.


